Colors go by a question by question
basis LEGEND: Green
Responses=similar according to
question, Yellow= somewhat similar , Red=

Farm Fresh, RI

Red Tomato

Intervale Food Hub

Worcester Regional Food Hub

Local Food Hub (Charlottesville, VA)

Common Market

Pioneer Valley Growers Association
(PVGA)- Farmers' Cooperative

Brown Market Share

501(c)3

For Profit Farmer Cooperative.
Each farm owns a share in the coop and pays a membership fee.

It is a CSA. All money goes back to
the program. Student organization
basically working under Brown
University.

Provide smaller farms, a larger
market, and opportunity to
cooperatively ship.

Provide faculty and students of
Brown University with healthy, local
food.

outlier

Is your organization a nonprofit? If
so, what type is it?

What are the goals of your
organization?

Who is your primary customer?
Please be as specific as possible.
(For example, if you work with
restaurants, are they chain
restaurants or are they small “momand-pop” restaurants?)

How Many Farmers Do You Work
With?

How do you primarily get produce
from your farmers?

Are there other sources where you
get produce from? If yes, how do
you primarily get the produce from
them?

Yes, 501(c)3

Growing a local food system that
values the environment, health and
quality of life of RI farmers and
eaters

How far are you willing to travel for
pickups and deliveries? What effect
does distance have on pricing?

How transparent are you with your
customers? In regards to spraying
and pesticide use, if the farms are
certified organic, etc.

Yes, 501(c)3

Institutions, and food access
projects

Institutions (hospitals, colleges,
etc.), retailers, restaurants,
caterers, distributors, and food
access programs, large scale
distributors such as SYSCO

Large Institutions; schools (public
and private), universities,
restaurants, retailers, and
hospitals/Elderly Care

Large chain stores, institutions,
restaurants, and US Foods

Brown students, and faculty

~ 40-80 farmers in Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, and Connecticut

40 growers throughout their
"Northeast Region", which
comprises of New England, New
York, Pennsylvania, and New
Jersey

---

15 farmers (as of 2016)

60+ Farmers

~50 Vendors, made up of about
~150+ Farmers

Over 50 farms annually, 28 are
members, sell to non-members as
well.

---

Hire out trucks - less risk and cost
(if you don't need the truck that day,
you don't have to pay for it), so
Don't do a lot of pickups, most
growers have their own trucks that
farmers deliver to Farm Fresh RI.
they use to transport/directly
Growers will post what they have
deliver, contract different trucking
available online and buyers can then
companies for different
place orders
loads/products, collaborate with
growers to get them to aggregate
amongst themselves and then hire
trucks to pick the common load up

Primarily from their farmers and
producers

---

---

They are willing to travel outside RI, Usually picks up from wholesalers
but delivery minimums will increase with entire truck filled with only one
with distance. In RI - $100, Outside
or two kinds of products (high
RI - $150, Example of Concord, MA volume), but offers direct delivery
- $350.
option with 10cs min

---

Try to be as transparent as
possible. Buyers have the choice of
which farm they buy from. The
farms, any certifications they have,
and if they are organic are listed
online for the buyers.

Some farms deliver to the WRFH.
WRFH as one truck that they can
make pickups with.

16ft and 20ft. refrigerated box
trucks pick up from largest and
farthest farmers, most farmers
deliver to LFH

Farmers, vendors?, and food
processors

Mostly produce, sometimes nonproduce such as coffee or other
specialty products

---

No, they only directly purchase from
their farmers

Member and non-member farmers

---

---

Just the shareholder program

Primarily CSA. Wholesale only with
University of Vermont through
Sodexo

No other programs besides the
Incubator Kitchen (not comparable
to other food hubs)

---

Farm-To-School programs for public
schools. Handled by dedicated
Outreach Team. Educational
programs to Institutions to teach
chefs how to plan seasonal menus
with their items. Farm-To-Hospital
programs. Farmstands.

---

Pickups - $1,200
Deliveries - $150

Follow up, do have production
minimums for producers

$200.00 minimum in Philadelphia,
PA

---

Not applicable

They travel far to pickup from
certain farms, but the value of the
produce must be high enough to
justify the transportation cost of
traveling that distance

Farmers: Virginia farmers, primarily
within the central Virginia foodshed,
and as far south as near the North
Carolina border, west near the
West Virginia border, and from the
Eastern Shore. Distribution: market
for Local Food Hub food reaches
just beyond the central Virginia
foodshed, into the Shenandoah
Valley, Richmond, Newport News,
and Washington, DC.

Local = <250 miles from
Philadelphia, though most produce
comes from within 10-15 miles of
the city. Distance Doesn't affect
price for them. Volume is more
important.

60 mile radius total, but 20 mile
radius for the majority of farms they
work with. They have a central
warehouse.

Farmers directly deliver to the
program.

"100% transparent"

Informs customer of what farm the
produce comes from and whether
or not that farm is certified organic

---

---

---

very transparent, direct contact with
individual consumers from Brown so
they know about the farmers
directly.

---

Yes. They lower the markup
percentage depending on the
volume being bought. There are
three tiers for discounts. Used to
encourage customers to buy more
(allows for the truck to be filled)

---

Yes, but most of their customers
don't buy full pallets of things, just
cases at a time.

No

Not applicable

Currently, 10-13%, expected to go
up to 18% to remain economically
viable

No profit margin listed, want to
cover costs with just the sales, but
say they will continue to have
programming covered by grants or
individual contributions

---

For-profit, not run for high profit,
returns are going to the farm, pretty
lean, enough money to staff and
operate the warehouse

No, all money goes back to the
program.

Yes, Sales covers operational and
procurement costs

Profit margin covers most
operations, they also have a side
program in which they sell
container/cartons.

Yes, the program is subsidized by
Brown University, which covers
most if not all the costs.

Distance is less important than
volume, they can fill a truck and ship
No pickups - Farmers Deliver
it down to Texas, but they have to
Nothing mentioned in Vendor
fill it to make money. For wholesale, Manual about minimum for delivering
they pay around $3-4/cs, for direct
to customers
delivery they pay around $5/cs

---

What are your profit margins?

---

Do your price mark ups cover all
costs or do you seek outside
funding?

No, sales covers around 50% , the
other 50% comes from philanthropy,
student groups, government grants,
Mostly, they do still seek grant
R&D groups. From "An Analysis of
funding but sales cover most of their
New England Food Hubs": 60%
operational costs (trucking, staff,
from government and foundation
etc)
grants and individual donations (list
of grants on website), 30% from
trade based income, 10% from
consulting

---

No, flat 18% markup. The buyer
decides which farm they are buying
Do markups vary on a farm-by-farm
from so the buyer can decide if they
basis?
want to pay more for produce from
a particular farm

Do you just pay the farmer’s asking
price or is there a system in place
to not pay more than a certain
amount for the produce?

Are your prices flexible?

Yes, marks ups are done on a caseby-case basis, it greatly depends on
the grower and knowing them as a
person. Red Tomato updates their
prices weekly by consulting market
prices and comparing that to their
prices. If two farmers are selling at
the same price, they will ask one to
lower theirs, or else average the
price/lower it with volume

As stated earlier, it doesn't but
No, currently grant funded. Need to
they're heading into the direction of
get to 18% profit margin to cover all
self sustaining distribution
costs
warehouse

No, prices are agreed on and set
prior to the growing season.

No, it is a uniform 10% markup
except for sales with PVGA, which
their markup is 15%

No contracts, they plan around their
They used contracts in the past but
relationships. After a growing
no longer do. Challenges: if demand
season, they will debrief their
dies down they are still stuck with
customers on how the season went
the produce. Typically, their
and on what they want more or less
producers have a good idea of what
of, and then talk to their growers
demand is like
based off what the customers said.

---

Looking into contracts for
farmers/buyers. But currently no
contracts in place

No merchandise, but as said above,
50% philanthropy and 50% sales

---

Incubator Kitchen, but our project is
not focused on this

No, just sales and grant funding

Handled by a Procurement Team
that conducts phone business,
vetting processes for farmers, and
technical assistance. They use a
Farm Coordinators work with
variety of methods for bringing in
Occasionally pickup from farms in
farmers, farmers are not always
produce, including: farmer
Connecticut, offer backhaul service
able to supply. Ask about next
aggregation, Farmer drop off,
to Boston, have a truck, and most
weeks to see if they will be able to
farmer aggregation, hired out
farmers deliver to PVGA warehouse
provide what they need, and
pickup, self-truck delivery. They
farmers deliver.
seek close partnerships with their
farmers and actively grow them up
to institutional-supply levels.

Farmers deliver to IFH

They budget for 10% Net Margin in
Typically 18% markup across the
sales, but plan on growing to 11%
board and aim for 18% profit margin
to decrease reliance on philanthropy

Do you sell items that require higher
safety standards?

Common Market's mission is to
support sustainable family farmers
Local Food Hub aims to form strong in the area local to Philadelphia, PA.
relationships with regional farmers
They also support food access by
to increase community access to
working with and through
local food. Wants to ensure small
institutions. They believe that they
farms have a place in the
should serve people where they
marketplace
work and spend their time to better
spread access to healthy food

Individuals, and institutions

Not typically. If they do discount for Yes, primarily for new customers or
volume they try to work with the
to raise volume of order. In new
producer to get a volume discount
relationships, orders will have
and pass the savings along to the
discount until relationship matures,
buyer
at which time the price levels off

Are there other revenue sources
besides Grant Funding and selling
your produce? (Such as
merchandise?) If so, what are they?

Strengthen the regional food
system, get food to underserved
communities, support local food
entrepreneurs, support local
farmers

501(c)3

---

Do you use volume discounts?

Do you contract farmers/buyers for
X amount of produce?

Yes, 501(c)3

Institutions, hospital, schools,
restaurants, small grocery stores,
and buying clubs/co-ops

They send out emails to customer
Do you have different programs
about twice a week highlighting new
established for your customers?
products. They do some community
What are the profit margin goals for
outreach, and have programs in
these programs?
place for their farmer's markets, but
not the food hub.

What are your order minimums for
pickups and deliveries?

Yes, 501(c)3

- Red Tomato strives to bring
fairness, transparency and
sustainability to every aspect of the
way we do business — including
Strengthen the relationship between
stewardship of the earth, equitable
agricultural producers and the
and safe treatment of farmers and
community
workers, wide access to affordable
and healthy food, and the financial
well-being of both Red Tomato and
the farms in our network

Very, small markups because there
Product specific markups are used,
are low overhead costs. They have
however, they also have entire
Prices dictated by national pricing:
a subsidized program that profits go
Yes, LFH gathers information about farms dedicated to growing a single
Boston or New York Terminal
back into. It is a Brown University
growers' production and distribution crop. They try to be mindful of being
Market, driven by supply and
sponsored program, so Brown pays
costs when considering pricing.
competitive while giving farmers a
demand, people in the industry
for a lot of the costs, and they bring
fair price. They allow farmers to set understand where prices should be
in revenue from the sales of the
their own prices.
shareholders.

No formal contracts, they verbally
No contract, but LFH assures that
crop plan though. They plan ahead
new farmers can supply a minimum of season with their farmers to grow
amount of produce and have them
certain crops. They will have
sign membership agreements, has
different farms supply them with
to do annual water testing, and go only one crop type. They speak with
through food safety training and
their customers to find out what
packaging specifications.
they need for next season and then
coordinate with their growers.

---

No contracts, pay farmers on a
weekly basis.

1/3 sales revenue, 1/3 grants, 1/3
individual contributions

Do seek out grants despite sales
covering all business costs

Sell cartons and containers

Started with the grant, but now are
operating based on sales.

Just fruits and vegetables

No, They don't have items require
the safety requirements.

Yes, they have refrigerated trucks.
Deal with meat, dairy, fish (has
higher standards than meat and
dairy)

Depends on the grower/what the
customer wants, works well with
direct delivery - hire out refrigerated
trucks

---

Case by Case, however, their truck
is refrigerated

fruits, vegetables, meat, dairy

Yes, they have meats and dairy
products handled by govt-approved
facilities. and have procurement
team handle paperwork.
Additionally, all growers are GAP
certified.

Farmers set the price

They talk with farmers and learn
their minimums and maximums
prices and work within those
bounds.

Intervale comes up with set prices
for a season, and then pays their
farmers that price

Typically pay their asking price

Farmer comes first, they assure the
farmers that they get a good price.

Yes, farmer's price

Terminal Markets

Usually pay farmers' asking prices,
compare to grocery store prices.

Not flexible unless under extreme
conditions (i.e. extreme weather,
natural disasters). Prices are
agreed on by IFH and growers
before the season starts

Case by Case negotiations

Flexible, they consider pricing on a
farm by farm basis

Farmers set prices

Hard to predict pricing, is all market
based. Pricing is at the mercy of
supply and demand.

Low overhead costs, so the
markups do not have to be that
high.

Typically pay the farmer's asking
Red Tomato works exclusively with
price. Their producers usually factor
wholesale growers, so their prices
in that they will markup 18%, so that
will always be more market
the final price to buyers is a fair
influenced.
market price

What are your transportation
Costs?

---

Hiring out transportation is cheaper
as a small company because you
don't have the risk of owning a truck
and of unforeseen consequences
when shipping goods, and you don't
have to pay for the truck when
you're not using it

---

$0.4 per mile, $20 per hour

---

---

---

Farmers deliver to them.

How do you distribute your
Availability List?

Said that buyers can place orders
online

Found at:
http://www.redtomato.org/products/

Updated online

Emailed weekly

---

On website

Gives a projection sheet for the
following week. Based on market
feel and pricing conjecture.

On website

Word of mouth, phone, email.
Transparent price negotiating

Grower Services program:
experienced staff farmer that helps
farmers navigate the wholesale
marketplace and make operations
financially viable. Services include
production planning, one-on-one
technical assistance, and
comprehensive workshops. They
also offer federal food safety
training. 18 farms have participated
so far.

Procurement team handles this.
They usually call farmers as many
farmers are Amish and don't have
internet. Procurement team speaks
to and forms connection with each
farmer, finding out best way to
communicate with them.

Farmers contact PVGA, when they
are looking to market themselves
and jump into the wholesale realm

Email, phone, existing relationships

LFH staff gather information about
growers’ production and distribution
costs; compares pricing to local,
regional, and national markets;
looks at historical pricing and
movement history; and determines
where within this broader context
the purchase price should fit. Local
Food Hub applies a 20-25% markup
to cover its costs. Local Food Hub
then works with buyers to find a
price point where they can replace
conventionally sourced food with
local food. Prices fluctuate based
on supply and demand, and staff
keeps a constant eye on overall
market prices as well.

---

---

Each grower is different, Red
Tomato has a chart with growers
and their preferred methods of
contact

How do you determine the
Markup/Price?

18% markup across the board

Wholesale: Farmer Cost +
Transportation + 10-11% Markup,
Direct Delivery: Farmer Cost + 3035% Markup with the intent to get
7.5% Net margin return. Assume
$10 product and $2 transportation
cost: Plan A/Warehouse:( (10 + 2 )
* 1.124 ) = $13.48 to customer –
we would round this up. For Plan B,
product goes right to customer:
Plan B: 10 * 1.429 = $14.29 to
customer. Gross margin is $4.29.
Net margin would be determined
once we have the total cost of
shipping divided by the total number
of cases. Our target is to retain a
7.5% net margin on a total order
cycle. Which means that some
items come in over and some come
in under and we look primarily at the
average.

---

Flat 10 % markup across all items
except for PVGA produce

How do you measure success for
your organization? Why?

The look back on the sales from
previous years to compare to their
current year. They want to see
growth. They also want to maintain
strong, long-term relationships with
their producers and buyers

---

---

Reaching profit margin of 18% and
Carrying out the mission but keeping
covering operational costs without
opportunities open
reliance on grants.

What does sustainability mean for
your organization? How do you plan
to reach this?

They focus on local agriculture and
strengthening the local food system.
They keep the environmental
implications of what they are doing
in mind. Working to make healthy,
local food more widely available to
those who need it.

---

---

How do You Connect with Your
Growers?

---

---

Eventually getting warehouse to be
self sustaining.

Prices dictated by national pricing:
Boston or New York Terminal
Market, driven by supply and
demand, people in the industry
Not as important because it is a
understand where prices should be. subsidized program, but the markup
the business operates like a
would go towards covering its small
brokerage commission. Each farm
operating costs.
pays the commission fee, the sale
price of that item, depends on
volume and participation.

Success = positive impact on
people through institutions

Covering operational costs, helping
market the small to mid-sized farms
that are a part of the cooperative.

Try to maximize shareholders, but
there is a limit to the number of
shareholders.

Sustainability means fulfilling mission
and making new Common Market
offshoots sustainable

May be lean, but maintaining a
sufficient net profit to cover the
staffing and operations of the
central warehouse

Support local farms, provide local
food source to the Brown
community

